
PROJECT
"KINDNESS WEEK"

for the group of children, 
5 years old.

Leading: mgr Maria Szacha-
Głuchowicz, mgr Joanna Zając



* I. DATE OF IMPLEMENTATION: 14.02-18.02.2022 
*

* II. GENERAL  OBJECTIVES:
* • shaping the ability to name and express emotions (joy, sadness, anger) using words, 

gestures, body movements,
* • use of non-verbal means of expression: body and hand movements, facial expressions, 

gaze, smile,
* • implementing the control of emotions in various life situations,
* • introducinga a nice atmosphere and emotional bond in the group,
* • participating in the creation and compliance with standards of coexistence based on 

values,
* • developing imagination
* • developing physical activity
* • attempts to formulate an assessment of one's own or others' behavior,

WEEK OF KINDESS



* III. OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES: CHILD:
* - can express emotions with words, gestures, facial expressions, body movements,
* - recognizes and names feelings,
* - sees the harm of others,
* - develops self-esteem,
* - triggers creative motor activity to the best of his ability,
* - is able to assess their own and others' behavior,
* - feels good in a group,
* - responds to the teacher's instructions,
*
*
*

* IV. METHOD:
* verbal, active
*
* V. FORM:
* individual, in pairs, with the whole group

WEEK OF KINDNESS



* VI. TEACHING AIDS:
*

* Symbol of kindness "Happy smiles" for each child, the text of a poem
by Jolanta Wybieralska - "Day of kindness", verse riddles, "Song very
cultural" of the Small Orchestra of Our Days on USB, map with tasks
and tips for the game, chest, "treasure" - sweets , "Welcome map"

* * "Welcome ..." - the child entering the room shows on the "Welcome
map" how he wants to say hello to the teacher: giving a high five,
hugging, waving, greeting with elbows, "turtle", etc ...

* ** "Happy smiles" - in the morning, after coming to the group, the
teacher presents each child with a symbol of kindness (happy faces to
remind everyone to smile and be polite throughout the day)

WEEK OF KINDNESS



* 1. Welcome finger game - preschoolers stand in a circle
*
* When the hands meet
* They say hello immediately (shake hands).
* When thumbs meet
* They say hello immediately (thumb touches thumb).
* When the fingers meet
* They say hello to each other immediately (fingers of one hand touch the fingers of the other hand).
*

* 2. Welcome song "Dzieńdoberek hello you"// „Dzieńdoberek witam cię”
*
* 3. "Mutual help" - movement game
* Children walk around the room with music. When the music stops, the children follow the teacher's instructions:

* It's raining, take your friend or colleague under an umbrella.
* A friend sprained his leg, help him get home (one person jumps on one leg).
* It's very slippery, try to help each other by walking in pairs.
* Come with your friend to a high mountain.
* * Children make movements as if they were performing an activity

THE FIRST DAY OF PROJECT 14.02.2022
TOPIC: Introduction to the subject







* 4. Veiled riddles:
*

* . Dinner today is very tasty because I eat my favorite peas.

* I want something more, so to my mother I say PLEASE
*

* Anka jumps on the couch and is just falling on her brother.

* My brother grimaces, he almost cries. What should I say here? SORRY

*
* I run to the shop in the morning, buy cheese, fresh rolls.

* They smell beautiful, that's how I like them. Lady, I say THANK YOU.
*

* 5. "Heart" - creative exercise: children give associations to the concept of "kindness".

* The teacher writes suggestions on a cardboard heart. They try to answer the question: 
Where does kindness live? Preparing Valentine's Day cards together - being kind to 
yourself

*

THE FIRST DAY OF PROJECT 14.02.2022
TOPIC: Introduction to the subject









1. Join singing of "A very cultural song" by the Small Orchestra of Our Days

I am the King of Good Manners:
I don't swear and I don't lie.

Instead of hitting a thick pipe
I prefer to have a little culture.

Ref .: Please, thank you, sorry 3x

I proclaim these words today.
Words are immensely important

And my tongue speaks of me.
So I prefer good manners

On the street and at the table.
Ref .: Please, thank you, sorry 3x

I proclaim these words today.
I can listen without yawning

I don't break the sentence in the middle.
Because culture works miracles

I am different from the ape.

THE SECOND PROJECT DAY, 15.02.2022
TOPIC: „CARNIVAL  BAL”- A day full of optimism



We spend all day with music, fun and optmism 





THE THIRD PROJECT DAY, 16.02.2022
( Each day we start classes with the first two

points from the day the project begins)  



1. Kindness tree - performing a symbol of kindness in our group
together.

2. Artwork "A gift for a friend". Making a paper flower with a

pin. Giving it to a friend from the group.

3. Chain of tolerance - in order to show how great a range the
vigor can be. Creating a chain from the figures of children drawn
on paper.

TOPIC: Children - children









A FLOWER FOR A FRIEND



* 1. Listening to the short story "The Magic Flute"

* Behind the mountains, beyond the seas, in the forest near the Magic
Mountain, was the Land of Kindness. Dwarfs lived there with their king.
The king was very kind to the dwarfs and cares for his people. Every day
he played a tune to the dwarfs on a magic flute, making goodness and joy
reign around him. The enchanted flute was closely guarded by the king,
and no one knew where it was.

* An evil sorcerer lived on the summit of the wizarding mountain. He also
used to live in the Land of Kindness but was expelled for bad behavior.
The wizard made life difficult dwarfs by casting spells on them, but the
king's power was stronger than the sorcerer's spells. The wizard decided
to steal the magic flute. Until now, he did not have the power to do this.

THE FOURTH AND FIFTH DAY
OF PROJECT 17.02-18.02



* - Dwarfs, be on your guard! He shouted as he prepared a magic potion
that would make him invisible.

* - -Ha, ha! Now nothing will help you! The wizard threatened. - I will be
your king and there will be rage.

* The wizard prepared a flute that looked the same as the magician flute of
the dwarfs, drank the potion and crept into the king's chamber. I waited
for the king to hide his flute and, tired, fell asleep. Then he exchanged
flutes and returned to the magic mountain.

* The king, suspecting nothing, as he did every morning, rose to greet his
enchanted melody.

*
- "Hello, my beloved gnomes," he said, and began to play the flute.
However, the flute did not play the enchanted melody. All subjects
waited hopefully but in vain.

THE MAGIC FLUTE



* "It was an evil wizard who stole the flute," the king exclaimed, because he was a very
wise dwarf and had guessed it all. At that moment the clouds came in, it got dark,
and the dwarfs started screaming at each other and arguing. The evil sorcerer's
spells have started to work. The king tried to speak to his subjects but no one
listened to him. He decided to save his land. He took another enchanted flute that
no one knew about and went to the top of the wizarding mountain. This flute had
such power that a king playing it and walking backwards could become a giant.
When the king reached the top of the mountain, he entered the sorcerer's cave,
walking backwards and playing the flute.

* Then he turned into a terrible giant, which even the sorcerer got scared that he did
not even have time to cast a spell and fled so far that he cannot find his way back.
Together with the sorcerer, all darkness and all evil escaped.

* In the Land of Kindness, happiness and harmony reigned again. The dwarfs were
joyful, and with them their king. Evil did not threaten them anymore. Kindness
fought them off.

* ** After listening to the story, the children drew pictures that correspond to their
ideas

THE MAGIC FLUTE











* 2. "In search of kindness" - conducting a game in the kindergarten building, in
which children have to perform special tasks related to bringing a smile to their
faces

* Children receive a map with clues, tasks and puzzles drawn on it. The goal of the
children is to solve puzzles, follow instructions and find the "treasure". After
learning the rules of the game, children solve the first puzzle, which is a clue to the
next task. After correctly completing all the tasks, the children find the desired
treasure - a chest. And a surprise awaits in the chest.

* ** This point is carried out over two days so that the children "feel" what
kindness is really about

* 3. Happy smileys - giving the employees and other children the symbols of happy
faces that are to remind everyone of a smile and courtesy throughout the daythat
are to remind everyone of a smile and courtesy throughout the day

* 4. A goblet of kindness- Joint preparation of the spell, to which adults should
throw signs of kindness drawn by them. At the end of the day, the children draw
them, the teacher reads them out and attaches them to the "Heart of Kindness".
The next day we try to follow the rules thus established

** This point is at the same time the end of a week of kindness and an
encouragement to continue in the weeks to come





THANK YOU FOR 
WATCHING!


